Overview

The Entrepreneurial Living Learning Community is located in the heart of Gainesville’s Innovation Square and offers student innovators unparalleled access to the tools and resources for their own entrepreneurial journey. This interdisciplinary living learning center operates for 12 months of the year and connects academic coursework, internship experiences, professional and peer mentorship, and experiential learning to create a dynamic academic and business incubation environment.

Unique to Infinity Hall, residents are not only allowed, but encouraged to develop and even operate a business while living in the hall. Community standards developed with input from residents will govern the hall and support students’ expression of creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship.

Program Goals

- Discover their own creative, innovative and entrepreneurial potential
- Understand how creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship are critical to survival and success tools in today’s job market
- Learn techniques and develop competencies for developing more creative, innovative and entrepreneurial approaches to the challenges in any field or discipline
- Experience real-world challenges from the non-profit, for-profit and public sector environments in which students and others can apply creative, innovative and entrepreneurial think and doing
- Be recognized for excellence in the pursuit of creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship
- Explore leading edge research questions surrounding creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship

Academic Courses

Residents will have the opportunity to take classes from the Innovation Academy curriculum as well as other courses related to creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship from various colleges on a rotating basis. Additional educational opportunities from community partners in the Innovation Square will also be available in the Infinity Hall space to benefit residents.

Academic Resources

- Makerspace: in this community-operated workspace residents with innovative interests in business, computers, production, technology, science, art, or any other innovative discipline can meet, socialize and collaborate.
- Study Space: A large classroom and several lounges are available and equipped with technology to support individual and group study sessions.
- Other programs include study buddies, exam review sessions, tutoring and mobile application development training
How Do I Apply?

Shortly after the official notification is sent to students admitted to the University of Florida, the housing Assignments Office will send housing contracts to students that have an active housing application on file. Students who complete the housing contract process (sign the contract and pay the prepayment) will be able to indicate hall/room preferences. During that time you will be asked if you are interested in living in an LLC and if so, which one. Simply indicate Entrepreneurial LLC at Infinity Hall as your choice. Students will be able to select a room during the self-assignment process simply need to select Infinity Hall to be a member of the LLC.

For more information about room selection, visit: http://www.housing.ufl.edu/undergrad/room-signup/